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THE EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
By Charles Newman, M.D., F.R.C.P. (Pp. x + 340. 30s.) London: Oxford University
Press, 1957.
TODAY, when the recently published recommendations of the General Medical Council give
the medical schools an opportunity for experiment in medical education, it is interesting
to read something of the background in the nineteentlh century, an.l to see howv we still
inherit some of the traditions of medical teaching establislhe(d in that century. Today, with
the medical profession divided into two estates-the specialists and the general practitioners-
it is possible to realise the difficulties of 1800 when the profession consisted of three kinds
of doctor-the physician, the surgeon but recently separated from the barber surgeons, and
the apothecary. For the pllysician a cultural backgrounid, preferably classical, wvas more
important than an erudiite lknowledge of medicinie. Medical techniques were undeveloped;
no ancillary services were existenit; and sound advice, faith in the healing force of nature,
and a personality were his chief assets. He was interested in symptoms rather than physical
signs. It is curious to note how the picture has changecd. In 1800 the most important thing
was what the patient thought about his ailment; later the elicitation of physical signs became
the dominant attitude, whilst today, with the rise of laboratory mediciine, the ancillary
techniques often dictate the diagnosis. Throughout this book this dramatic change in medical
development is traced, with its consequent effects oI imnedical educationi and on the doctor-
patient relationship.
Next year is the centenary of the Medical Act which initiated the General Medical
Council, and it is interesting to read of the various attempts to establish some form of control
over the training of a doctor which have failed prior to this date. Onc gets the impression
that the author feels that this Act was unnlecessary, but the history of medical education in
the United States shows the advantage which it conferred on British medicine.
Whilst this book is interesting andl raises many important problems for the profession,
it suffers from the defect of being provincial. It is entitled, "Medical Education in the
Nineteenth Century," and yet it is devoted almost entirely to the changes in English medicine.
Not only so, but it is chiefly concernied with the Lonion teachinig schools, a little about
Oxford and Cambridge, and not at all about the majority of the university medical schools
in the provinces, in Scotland or in Ireland. The doctor whom the author wishes to see
produced is more likely to come from the provincial university than from the hospital
medical school. Yet for the factual presentation and for the problems which it poses this
book is well worth reading. J.H. B.
COMBINED TEXTBOOK OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNAFCOLOGY. Edited by Dugald
Bairdi B.Sc., M.D., D.P.H., F.R.C.O.G. Sixth Edition. (Pp. xii + 936; figs. 492, 27 in
colour. 95s.) Edinburgh anid London: E. & S. Livingstono, 1957.
Ir is now seven years since the fiftlh edition of this famous textbook appeared, and over thirty
since the first editioni was born under the guidance of Professor Munro Kerr.
This sixth editionl has doile, much more than uphold the prcstige of the carlier o(nes-it has
greatly clnhanice(d it. Every contribution has been carefully thought out and beautifully
illustrated, anid it would be invi(dious to single out any one for special mention, but amongst
imianly it is impossible not to be struck by the clarity oP illustration and text of the chapter
on1 gynxcological operations. Amongst those on obstetric subjects, the chapters on injuries
to the mother and to the baby rank very highly. The editor has rendere-d a great service
in presenting so much information in such an attractive form, and in this task he has been
very ably assisted by his publishers; the wvhole work is produced in that superb style long
associated with them.
For the value of the book the price seems moderate indeed, and there is no doubt that it
will more than hold its own in competition with American, continental, and other British
textbooks of greater size. No information is missing that aniy enquirer could reasonably hope
for, and the quality of illustration, both in choice and presentation, will remain a matter for
envy. G. B-L.
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